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Things to consider before we go…
Planning your activities
We STRONGLY RECOMMEND PURCHASING A GOOD GUIDEBOOK FOR PARIS (or taking one
out of your local library). Then spend some time planning your itinerary: what will you want to see and when
do you want to see it? We always hope for sunny warm weather, but museums are a GREAT ALTERNATIVE
on rainy, cooler days!
We hope to have some bulletin board space in the hotel where we’ll post various information and allow you
space to leave notes for each other. Trip leaders will be posting our daily schedules and you are welcome to join
us! The for-credit class (GEOG291) is required to participate in several activities – but everyone is welcome to
come along!
Money
The currency for France and 18 other countries in Europe is the euro, €. There are 100 eurocents to the euro.
It’s currently trading at 1€ = $1.05. We will upload a “cheat sheet” converter to the trip website a couple of
days before departure (see www.itsallgeography.com). It will look similar to this, which was the 2/12/17 rate:
Dollars
1
25
100

Euros
0.94
23.49
93.97

Euros
1
25
100

Dollars
1.06
26.55
106.19

But for small purchases, one euro is just a little more than a dollar.
Getting cash: the easiest and best way to get cash in Paris is with bank ATMs, which are everywhere. Be sure
there are enough funds in your account to cover the week. If you have linked checking-savings accounts, you
may only have access to the checking account, so transfer funds if you need to before you leave the US.
Before we travel, call your issuing bank to:
ATM/Debit cards:
 Let them know your dates and destination of travel (they track account activity to prevent fraud);
 Make sure your card won’t be expiring while you are abroad;
 Verify that your PIN will work in European ATMs (must be four digits); and
 Check on foreign transaction fees your bank will charge (we were able to modify our account to get rid
of fees). Banks typically charge an additional fee to convert euros to dollars. Withdrawing euros or
making credit card purchases in euros will generate an additional transaction fee.
Credit cards:
 VISA and MasterCard are commonly accepted. Amex, Discover and other cards may not be accepted;
 Call the card issuer to inform them of your travel dates and destination, so they don’t put a hold on your
card when they see foreign activity; and
 Make sure your card won’t be expiring while you are abroad.
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Note: American credit cards do not always have the “smart chip” that European cards have, although this is
changing (finally). Non-chip cards cannot be used in vending machines and automated ticket kiosks.
IMPORTANT! Know the telephone numbers to call if your ATM or credit cards are stolen, and keep the card
numbers and telephone numbers somewhere different than the cards.
Cell phones
IF you plan to use your cell phone in Paris, you need to call your provider and discuss this with them.
Most modern smart phones will operate fully in Europe. Call your provider to find out if your phone is
compatible. The easiest (but most expensive) solution is to turn on international calling. Check with your
provider for rates… and be prepared to be shocked. You will pay high per minute rates as well as a fee for
incoming and outgoing calls.
This is for phone and texting service only. Data is a whole different issue!
Data plans are very expensive and last time we checked not readily available from US carriers for use in
Europe. THIS MAY HAVE CHANGED – TALK TO YOUR CELL CARRIER! I have T-Mobile and they are
the best for international usage! But others are also offering plans such as the AT&T Day Pass and Verizons
TravelPass.
If you simply connect to a data connection in Europe you should be prepared for OUTRAGEOUS bills for use.
And you won’t even see it coming. I have heard of cell phone bills in the $10,000+ because someone left their
phone in data mode for long periods of time. My advice… turn off your data roaming. Only use wifi
connectivity with your phone unless you have arranged otherwise ahead of time.
Again, CALL YOUR PROVIDER so you know what to expect!
Another possibility if you have an unlocked phone and can add a SIM card is to purchase a local SIM and talk
minutes…and have a “local phone and phone number.” This is NOT as easy as everyone says unless you can
read and speak the native language and are willing to put time and effort into figuring it all out. HINT: We can’t
help you with this option as we are not fluent.
Medical
Call your health insurance provider (your insurance company, not your PCP) to find out if you are covered
overseas. Most plans don’t provide international coverage. If you need medical care, you will need to pay for it
at time of service and be hope to be reimbursed through iNext, which provides somewhat limited coverage and
is mainly designed for extreme medical emergencies.
Electricity
The voltage in France is 220V. Plugs have two small round pins. To use ANY
American plug (including the chargers for your camera, laptop, phone, etc.) you
will need an adaptor. Most electronics are already configured to need ONLY the
adaptor. If you have older devices, you will also need a converter. HINT: It
might be smart to bring a short extension cord with multiple plug capacity.
This way you can plug the extension cord into the converter and have 3 US
plugs available!
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Remember to bring all your chargers. They are difficult to replace (the electrical compatibility issue). Consider
spare batteries for your devices. It might be difficult to find replacements.
Note: Our hotel rooms are supposedly provided with hair dryers in the bathrooms. So you will NOT need to
bring one!
Luggage and Packing
We are each allowed ONE checked bag, maximum 23 kg (50 lbs) and ONE carry-on bag. We urge you to pack
light, not least because you will want room in your bag for souvenirs on the return flight! Carry-on bags must
be 21 x 13 x 10 or smaller. You may also bring ONE small personal item (max. 16” x 12” x 6”) such as a
handbag, briefcase or small bag.
Be sure to wear/bring comfortable shoes. You will be walking a lot!
Europeans in general and Parisians in particular, tend to dress more smartly than Americans. Sweatshirts,
sneakers, baseball caps and casual jeans immediately mark you as an American tourist, which makes you a
target for pickpockets and others looking to rip you off. If you want to “blend,” consider up-scaling your look a
bit. If you are thinking of a nicer evening out, plan to dress for it.
If you will be visiting churches (even as a tourist, not a church-goer) you should dress modestly (no microminis or low-hanging pants). Men, take off your caps indoors!
TSA regulations prohibit the following in carry-on luggage (or on your person as you pass through security:
 Sharp objects (including scissors, knitting needles, tweezers) – disposable razors are ok.
 Sporting goods
 Weapons
 Flammables (including cigarette lighters and matches)
 Gels or liquids exceeding 3 oz (that’s the container size, not what’s left in it)
o The 3-1-1 rule for gels and liquids: No more than 3 oz; 1 quart-size Ziploc bag, 1 bag per person.
For additional information: Air France baggage guidelines are at:
http://www.airfrance.us/US/en/common/guidevoyageur/pratique/bagages-cabine-airfrance.htm
Hint: Consider packing a one full change of clothes in your carry-on bag, and/or exchanging a change of
clothes with a friend so that if one of your bags is lost, you’ll still have a spare set of clothing.
Also: tidy up your wallet and leave at home items that you won’t need – your FSU library card, for example. 
If your wallet is lost or stolen, you won’t have to replace these items when you return.
Drugs
Prescription drugs must be in original containers with your name on the label. Be sure you bring enough to last
you through the week of travel; now is the time to call your doctor for more if you’ll need them.
Non-prescription drugs (over the counter) are usually fine to bring in smaller quantities, but remember almost
everything is also available in Paris. Pharmacies take turns staying open 24 hours; these are called pharmacies
de garde, and there will be a list posted at the entrance of every pharmacy as to the closest pharmacie de garde.
Tip: when strolling around the neighborhood, take a moment to locate the one nearest the hotel.
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Illegal drugs… do we need to say it? NO ILLEGAL DRUG USE! Do not use it, carry it or be near it! If you
get caught with drugs we can do NOTHING except inform your parents and the US Embassy. You will be left
behind. And drug penalties are much more severe in other countries. Play it safe and stay away from this
trouble.
Travel document checklist:
Must have:
 Passport
 Student/faculty ID (potentially useful for museum discounts)
 Credit card/ATM card numbers and issuer contact information
Optional but recommended:
 Driver’s license or other photo ID (in case your passport is stolen, you can still prove you’re you)
 Trip itinerary sent to your contact person (hotel information is in this packet)
 Name and phone number of your primary care physician
We will have a secure copy of all your passport photo pages and we will shred them when we return.
Weather
Expected weather is: daytime highs in the low to mid 50s; down to the low 40s at night. March in Paris can be
rainy. Consider a lightweight waterproof jacket and/or an umbrella. Spray-on waterproofing of your shoes is
recommended in some guide books, but in any case consider a second pair of shoes in case one pair gets soaked.
Consider tucking a lightweight pair of gloves into your coat pocket.
Of course, this is all based on averages. You’ll have a pretty good idea of what to expect if you check the 10day forecast online just before we travel.
TIME CHANGE!!! We “spring ahead” in Boston early in the morning on March 12. Thus from Sunday
onwards, we will be 5 hours ahead of Eastern Daylight Time for the duration of our trip. (Western Europe does
not “spring ahead” until the end of the month.) You might want to silence your phone at night so you aren’t
awakened by robocalls.
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Traveling and visiting Paris…
This guide is NOT meant to be a comprehensive guide to Paris… for that PLEASE get yourself a real
guidebook. This is meant to be a primer and an information source for our trip. You should seek out additional
information about the types of activities that you may wish to engage in. For example, if you are interested
primarily in the art of Paris, there are many wonderful guidebooks specifically targeting the Paris art scene (or
fashion, or jazz or cuisine or wine, etc.) Please find one of these guides and read up! We will all be especially
glad if you will share some of your discoveries with the group.
So here is the short and sweet version of our Paris trip.
Logan Departure:
Please plan to be at Logan Airport (Terminal E) no later than 5:00 pm on Friday, March 10. Queues for
checking baggage and going through airport security can be long, and flights do not wait! Meet us near the Air
France check-in desk (2nd floor) so that we can check you in. Then you will get in line to check your bag; you
will be issued a boarding pass; and you should immediately proceed to the security checkpoint. (There are
restrooms, restaurants, snacks, and newsstands on the secure side of Terminal E.) DO NOT LEAVE THE
SECURE AREA ONCE YOU HAVE BEEN CHECKED THROUGH THE TSA SECURITY.
Flight Schedule:
Airline
Air France
Air France

Flight #
AF 333
AF 334

Date
Mar 10, 2017
Mar 17, 2017

From
Boston
Paris

To
Paris
Boston

Departure
8:00 pm
4:05 pm

Arrival
8:30 am +1
7:05 pm

Airport Behavior:
Please be attentive in the airport, especially during our time boarding and de-boarding planes, walking through
the airport and going through customs and passport control. We need the group to stay together because
frankly… there are lots of you and only four of us! If you wander off… you just might end up missing a flight
or simply causing major problems for the group. PLEASE stick together and follow directions while we are in
transit.
One important point is to be on your best behavior during security screenings and check-in. A ‘little joke’
might just have you experiencing some very intrusive questioning and/or searches… and may end up forcing
you to miss your flight. Cooperate and let’s all get to PARIS!
Transfers to/from Hotel:
Again… it is very important that we all stay together when searching for the bus for the trip to the hotel. You
will be required to bring your bag to the bus, they will load the baggage and you will get on! When we get to
the hotel, you will pick up your bag and bring it into the hotel. DO NOT LEAVE YOUR BAG
UNATTENDED! We had one bag stolen in Barcelona when a young lady left her bags and went in search of a
wifi connection. She found one, but her bag was gone when she returned.
If the rooms are ready when we arrive (this is an unlikely scenario as rooms are rarely ready until after 2:00 pm)
we will get the room keys and distribute them in the lobby. You are then free to go to your rooms. However,
the more likely situation will be that the rooms are not ready for us and that the hotel will need to store the
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luggage for the group until the rooms are ready. We suggest that you grab a change of clothes (if desired) and
use the hotel bathrooms to freshen up and change. Then lock up everything you do not need for a few hours
and leave it with the hotel. Now you are ready to hit the streets and explore the neighborhood. When you
return, go to the front desk and ask for your room key(s) and bags.
We will be happy to lead an expedition around the neighborhood looking for an ATM and amenities that will
make our stay easier; small store, pharmacy, bakery, etc. We may also head to the train station in search of the
tickets and/or travel cards!
HINT IF WE GET IN THE ROOMS: When we first get to the hotel after a long night and day of travel you
might be tempted to just take a little nap… Our advice is to tough it out! Take a shower, change your clothes,
have a snack, take a walk in the neighborhood… but DON’T SLEEP YET! If you can stay up to at least 9:00 or
10:00 pm you will begin to ‘reset’ your internal clock to Paris time and be ready to hit the ground on Sunday
morning. If you sleep early… chances are you will wake up very early (4:00-5:00am) and end up being tired by
midday.
Hotel:
Kyriad Hotel Paris Bercy Village
17 Rue Baron le Roy
75012 Paris, France 44

Phone: +33 1 44 67 75 85
We strongly recommend that you pick up the
hotel business card at the front desk. It will
have the name of the hotel and the address.
Then if you ever need to find your way
home… simply give this card to any taxi
driver and they will take you to the hotel
with no language barrier to cause problems.
We have breakfast each day in the hotel. We
strongly urge you to take advantage of this
service! As travelers on a budget a FREE
MEAL is a necessity and it also offers an
opportunity to see and talk to the other
members of our trip! So eat a HEARTY
BREAKFAST and you might be able to skip
a big lunch!
The exact method for obtaining breakfast has not yet been determined – it might be with a voucher ticket or
simply by room number – we will let you know as we find out.
The Hotel Kyriad: All rooms have:
Bathroom with bath/shower
Hairdryer,
Satellite TV

Alarm clock
Direct phone line
Network hookup

Wifi access
Air conditioning
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HOTEL ROOMS (in France in general): All rooms are not the same in size, configuration and amenities.
French hotel rooms tend to be smaller than in the US. Two single beds instead of two double beds are common
in twin rooms. A single bed in a small room is common in single accommodations. Single rooms are always
smaller, the idea being that a single person does not need as much space.
Hotel Amenities
 Washcloths are considered a personal item and are usually not provided by the hotel.
 Balconies, if they exist, size and location are luck of the draw. If you have a balcony, invite others
to enjoy it with you.
 Non-smoking rooms have been requested, but may not be available. Please advise if smoking is
preferred. The hotel has designated non-smoking floors. You may notice residue smoke from
before the new non-smoking rules in a non-smoking room.
 Air conditioning in France is not as strong as in the U.S.: make certain windows and balcony doors
are closed when operating the air conditioning. The control unit is on the wall.
 Passengers are to make their own wake-up calls.
 Floor numbering is different in Europe. Level RC on the elevator is actually ground level, where
the lobby is. Level 1 is one floor up (what we consider level 2 in North America).
 Keys – If you get electronic keys, they also activate the electricity in the room. They must be
inserted into the slot on the inside wall and left there while in the room. Ask for an extra key to
leave in the slot if you need to charge devices while you are out of the room.
Electricity -French current is 220 volts, as opposed to 110 volts in North America. This means you need both
an adapter to plug into the outlet and the appliance and a converter to convert the current if you’ve brought any
appliances with you. Without the converter appliances can melt or blow up. Curling irons and hair dryers tend
to cause the most problems. Plug adaptors are available from train stations and some electronic stores. Some
appliances have dual voltage switches: switch them to 220. Some electronic charging adaptors (computers,
cameras, cell phones) are dual voltage safe. Check the plug or back side of the device.
Water - the tap water is safe to drink. However, bottled water is served at the table at most restaurants.
Room Phones – The easiest and most expensive way to make calls is from your room, even when using your
calling card. Check for public phones in hotel lobby or on the street, glass boxes. If you wish to use your room
phone, you will need to leave a credit card imprint at the front desk. Note: it can be cheaper if you buy a French
calling card, available from tabacs (tobacco kiosks/shops). Local calls are metered, the longer the call the more
it will cost. If you are planning on making a lot of local calls, I suggest buying a French phone card available
from tabacs and newspaper shops. However if you are planning on making many calls I suggest you prearrange
to have cell phone service and use your own phone.
Food:
Breakfast is included with your tour so take advantage of it! 1. Breakfasts at the hotel are a French style buffet
of cereals, breads, fruits, juices, yogurt, eggs, cheese, cold cuts, coffee and tea. Help yourself to all you can eat,
but you are not allowed to take food from the breakfast area.
With the exception of the welcome dinner on Saturday evening, you are on your own for all other meals on our
trip. We suggest that you choose your dining options to match your budget and diet. For example, eating at
outdoor food vendors is actually cheap and tasty. Another idea for lunch on the cheap: you can step into a
bakery (boulangerie) for excellent bread and rolls, and into a cheese shop or deli (fromagerie, charcuterie) for
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meats and cheeses to make a sandwich. You’ll find fruit and vegetable markets all around. Grocery stores sell
yogurt, drinks, and often, prepared foods like sandwiches. This will allow you to create your own ‘moveable
feast’ in the streets of Paris!
Museums usually have very nice cafes and restaurants, good for a quick snack or light meal. Yes, you can eat
even more cheaply than that, but at least the money is going to help the cause of Art. And we would be remiss
if we did not mention the famous Kebab stands which offer filling, inexpensive Middle Eastern food.
You can also find a wide range of options from small ‘workingman’s lunch’ places to elegant fine dining
establishments. Again, your purchase of a guidebook will be indispensable in assisting you in finding just the
right venues for discovering French Cuisine!
Again, the tap water is safe to drink. However, bottled water is served at the table at most restaurants. When
dining out and you ask for water, you will have to specifically ask for “une carafe d’leau” if you want tap water
(no charge), otherwise you will be brought a bottle of water and will be charged for it. If you want still water,
you need to ask for “plat” or “non gazeuse.” Ice is still a rarity in Europe and if you ask for ice, be prepared for
only one or two cubes! If you order soft drinks, know that free refills are not common.
Coffee tends to be much stronger in Europe and if you prefer it like home order a Café Americain.
Bistros, Brasseries and Bars – can be like coffee shops that sell sandwiches up to elaborate restaurants that serve
hearty meals. If you stand or take away, the price listed on the menu posted in the window applies. If you sit
inside the price goes up. If you sit outside, the price goes up even more! When ordering coffee, tea, soft
drinks or a drink, it is customary to leave a small tip – just round up the bill to the next euro.
Etiquette
People are more formal and polite in Europe, and Paris in particular.
When you enter any establishment, it is customary to greet the people with ‘Bonjour’ (good day) and ‘Au
revoir” (goodbye) when you leave. Always ask IN FRENCH if they speak English! I have never been treated
poorly for my terrible French pronunciation, but instead am looked upon kindly for just trying. Here are some
polite phrases to learn (more in the appendix)
Hello
Goodbye
Do you speak English?
Please
Thank you
You're welcome
Excuse me (in my way)

Bonjour
Au revoir
Parlez-vous anglais?
S'il vous plaît
Merci
De rien
Pardon

(bohng-ZHOOR)
(oh RVWAHR)
(PAHR-lay VOOZ ahng-LEH?)
(see voo PLEH)
(mehr-SEE)
(duh RYANG)
(pahr-DOHNG)

No smoking except on the streets and outdoor terraces (ne pas fumer = No smoking)
Do not litter! Parisians are very concerned about keeping their City beautiful… except for their dogs! While it
is improving, Parisians are known for allowing their precious pooches free reign to befoul the sidewalks! So
watch your step!
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Area map showing nearest Metro and Train Stations
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Restrooms – only for paying customers in restaurants. Automated coin-op lavatories in selected places. (1-1.50
euro.) These are big boxes in the middle of the sidewalks or avenues. Many have instructions in English… but
beware as they are self-cleaning after you are through… so be sure to get out in time!
Restrooms - “Les toilettes” or w.c. (water closet), are few and far between. They are available at most major
tourist attractions, department stores and rail stations. In some places you will need to pay to get in. Use them
where you see them. If you pay, it should be clean. If you don’t pay, you risk it. The restaurant at which you
eat or have a coffee is a good place for a w.c.
Hint: Do what your mom always told you: “go before you leave” – in museums and other tourist attractions,
restaurants, etc. Brian’s rule… if there is a bathroom available… USE IT!
Tipping
Meals – When dining in France, what we call “tip” is, by law, included in the price. It is noted as service
compris on the menu. It is appropriate to round the meal to the next five euro amount, i.e. €21.70  € 25.00
(see below)
It is customary to leave a little extra, or pour boire – this is what a French waiter is thinking of when
asked “Is the “tip” included?” So, he will naturally say, “no.” So, yes, the service (tip in English) is
included; the “pour boire” (tip in French) is not. Leave a few extra euros for good measure.
Porters – Not included in trip price. If you ask for your luggage to be brought to your room, € 1 per bag is the
appropriate tip.
Housekeeping – is not included. € 8 – 10 per room for the week is considered appropriate.
Drivers and tour guides – The tip will be paid by the group leaders – NO TIPS PLEASE!
Taxi – It is considered appropriate to round the total to the next full euro amount and possibly add on more.
Other services – Consult a Paris Guidebook for a full listing.
Paying for things:
In general credit cards are not welcome for small purchases. The use of euros (cash) is considered the proper
way to conduct small purchases, and exact change is very desirable. For example, most vendors would prefer
you giving the correct coinage instead of a 5 euro note.
Hint: Be prepared to carry a pretty good amount of coins (loose change.) The smallest paper money is the 5
euro note. So it is fairly common to collect a good deal of coinage in a single day out. A small coin purse
might be a smart investment!
Dressing:
The most important item to bring is comfortable shoes – you will be walking a LOT!!
Appropriate Dress – The French tend to dress better than we do here in the US. And in Paris they tend to be
even better dressed. However, casual dress throughout the day is acceptable.
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Evening Dress – There is no dress code (i.e. jacket, tie, dress requirement) at most restaurants that you are likely
to choose. However the French are not casual when they dine out and generally dress up for dinner and evening
engagements. So, if you wish to ‘fit in’ and be less conspicuous, feel free to dress up! You certainly will not
stand out. Recommendation: No sloppy jeans or sneakers in the evening.
Services for travelers:
Tourist information:
Offices du Tourisme – Tourist information centers are located around Paris. The main center is located in the
Tuilieries Gardens, while additional centers are located in Montmartre and right around the corner from our
hotel in the Gare de Lyon train station (and selected other railway stations).
US Embassy: 4, Avenue Gabrielle 75008 (near the Arc de Triomphe)
Tel 01 44 41 3100
Website: http://france.usembassy.gov
Métro stop: Concorde
Postcards/mail/postage/costs:
Stamps can be purchased from tobacco shops (tabacs) and at the post office (la Poste.) The price is the same no
matter where one buys stamps. Some stamps may be available at the hotel desk. Hotel desks and tabacs have
limited supply and the lines at the post office are long.
Currently a post card stamp to the US will cost you € 1.25 (about $1.30 – more than the post card probably!)
Pharmacies:
Pharmacies are found almost everywhere. Look for the neon green cross and
you will have found one. Some deal mostly in toiletries and cosmetics, but
these are the only places to have prescription medications. They also usually
have many over the counter medications as well. You may need to ask the
pharmacist (behind the counter) for most items though. They almost always
can speak English and if you explain what you need, they can help.
Internet Access:
There is internet available in the hotel. There is both wifi and a network plug in the rooms. Many internet cafes
can be found in Paris. Some charge a fee per minute, others offer free internet while you are a paying customer
(café, bar, etc.) Wifi is available in the airports as well, but you must log on and pay with a credit card to use
it. Paris actually has free internet wifi in some public buildings, parks and plazas. How to connect to Paris wifi:
1. Where to connect? Municipal buildings equipped with wifi access have an easily identifiable sign.
Find the Paris wifi sign with the Paris wifi logo. This means that you are in a Paris wifi zone.
2. Turn on your laptop, PDA or mobile and select the ORANGE wifi network
3. Open your usual Internet browser and enter any website address. You will be automatically redirected
to the access portal. Once you are on the service home page, click on “SELECT YOUR PASS”
4. Then complete the form, accept the general terms of use for the service by ticking the box and log on.
5. The home page of the Paris wifi access portal will reload. An internet connection confirmation
message will appear, together with the remaining session time. Please leave this window open, as it tells
you the remaining connection time. Each session lasts 2 hours. You can reconnect without any special
conditions by repeating this connection process.
6. You can surf the Internet freely, send and receive emails, etc.
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This website will tell you more: http://www.paris.fr/english/english/how-to-access-the-wifi-free-of-charge-inparis/rub_8118_actu_109289_port_19237
Personal safety:
Your safe return is our number one goal… right before having a wonderful time! So to make this happen you
need to be careful and act appropriately.
One of the most important rules of the trip is to take care of each other. What that means in this context is that
you don’t let someone do something stupid if you can help prevent it. We strongly suggest that you do not go
out on your own, even during the day. Not because it is dangerous, but because it is so much easier to get
around and find things with 2 or more people than it is with one. And besides it is more fun too!
At night we are going to insist that you don’t go off by yourself. Find some friends and stick with them. You
are totally new to this large city and most of you can’t understand 10 words of French! So stick together and
have a ton of fun… but don’t be stupid.
Be street smart. Pay attention to who is around you and where you are headed. If it seems like fewer and fewer
people are on the streets, maybe duck into a café or bar and ask them to call you a taxi. It is the smart move and
better safe than sorry.
Places can get very crowded and confusing at times. Purses and backpacks should be zipped closed and kept in
front at all times. Wallets should be kept in the front pocket. Use the hotel safe, so valuables are not lost.
Pickpockets are a problem in tourist areas, and both men and women need to be on guard about your
handbag/wallet. It might be a good idea to invest in a money belt.
One very easy way to get yourself into trouble is to get drunk. If this is the case, please be smart and call a taxi
home. If you are with fellow travelers who get drunk, please don’t let them get into more trouble based on their
current poor judgment. Treat your fellow travelers as you would hope to be treated if you were in their shoes.
The local emergency phone numbers are:
112 SOS (from French cell phones)
17 Police
15 Fire/Ambulance
Always carry a COPY of your passport with you. Keep the original copy in the hotel safe. You will rarely be
required to produce your passport so this is the safest way to go about the City.
Carry a hotel business card with you so that if your language skills break down, you can simply hand the card to
a taxi driver and they will take you home!
Watches and Cell Phone TIME:
Change to Paris time so you are not forever trying to figure out the conversion. This will prevent some silly
mistakes. Hint: If you do plan on calling home remember that they are 5 hours BEHIND us starting on
Sunday… so 8:30 am in Paris will be 3:30 am in Boston… so maybe you will want to wait until at least noon to
call home!
Most Europeans use the 24-hour clock. Consider adding a 24-hour clock to your cellphone display – it’s easy to
get confused about the afternoon and evening hours.
Paris Passes for Tourists:
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Paris, like other tourist cities, offers many different package deals to visitors. The two most popular types of
passes are those for attractions and those for transportation. In Paris, you can have one or the other or a
combined pass with almost everything included.
Transportation Passes
The 2 main passes for transportation are the Paris Visite and the Navigo Découverte.
The Paris Visite is good for all metro (subway) and buses within the City (zones 1 – 3) and it offers some
discounts on attractions. The pass can be purchased for 1, 2, 3 or 5 days (consecutive days.)
1 day = € 11.65
2 day = € 18.95
3 day = € 25.85
5 day = € 37.25
See: http://www.ratp.fr/en/ratp/r_61634/paris-visite/
It includes…
Arc de Triomphe: 20% off
Espace Dali: Save €6
Conciergerie: 20% off
Musee Picasso: Save €2
Musée de l'Armée-Hôtel National des Invalides: 20% off
Chateau de Fontainbleau: Save €2

Provins: Only €8
Bateaux Parisiens Cruise: Save €10
L’Open Tour Bus: Only €27
The Montparnasse Tower: 25% off
Musee Grevin: 30% off
Galeries Lafayette: 10% off
Lido de Paris Cabaret: 10% off

The Navigo Découverte card is simply a travel card and covers the same metro and buses in zones 1 and 2.
The Navigo Découverte card requires a photo (available in many train stations for €5). The card has 2 costs:
first, the card costs €5, and second, the travel costs approximately €23 for zones 1 - 5. This pass is good from
Monday to Sunday only so it doesn’t coincide well with our stay (arrive on Saturday morning, leave on Friday).
See: http://parisbytrain.com/paris-train-metro-week-pass-navigo-decouverte/
Individual Subway Tickets. Individual tickets cost € 1.90 and a packet of 10 (called a carnet) costs € 14.50.
We are planning on buying these tickets instead of a transportation card, or in addition to a 2 or 3 day card. The
idea is that many days we will travel into the main portion of the city and back – 2 rides, thus €3.80. On days
we will be traveling from place to place we might use the 2 or 3 day travel cards.
Museum Pass
The main museum pass is called the Paris Museum Pass. It offers free admission to 60 Paris venues AND it
allows you to ‘skip the queue’ and avoid waiting in line! It is available in 2, 4 or 6 day passes.
2 day = € 48
4 day = € 62
6 day = € 74
It covers almost all the main attractions in Paris (not the Eiffel Tower or Catacombs) and includes Versailles.
While many museums can cost € 12 – 15 for admission, you might want to think about how many museums you
plan on visiting and see if these prices are really a savings. We will not be purchasing this card ourselves.
See: http://en.parismuseumpass.com/
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Combination Travel and Museum Pass
The one pass that combines it all is called The Paris Pass. It covers everything (basically it includes a Paris
Museum Pass, Paris Visite Pass and several additional benefits including hop-on-hop-off bus and wine tasting.
It is available in 2, 3, 4 and 6 day passes. It covers almost all the main attractions in Paris (not the Eiffel Tower
or Catacombs) and includes Versailles.
2 day = € 135 3 day = € 169
4 day = € 199
6 day = € 239
This is the Cadillac of tourist passes, but it does come at a hefty cost. Again, while many museums can cost €
12 – 15 for admission, you might want to think about how many museums you plan on visiting and see if these
prices are really a savings. We do not plan on purchasing this pass as it is too costly for the benefits you
receive.
See: http://www.parispass.com/
Getting around Paris
Walking:
Paris is a city made for strolling. You will see that almost every Parisian is a walker and they cover long
distances every day. To truly experience this great city you need to get off the train and out of a taxi and walk
like a Parisian! Hint: BUY A GOOD FOLDING MAP or get one at the tourist information desk!
Trains:
Paris has one of the most efficient and extensive public transportation networks in the world, including the
Métro (capital M symbol), the commuter train (RER), and buses.
Metro:
The Métro has 14 lines. The closest stop to our hotel is Cour St-Emilion, which is served by Line 14. Line 14
is the newest line and driverless, and it brings you to Notre Dame, the Louvre and other major tourist
destinations. Generally you will be heading towards the terminus Saint-Lazare on Line 14, since there is only
one more stop in the other direction. Hint: buy a good folding map (THAT INCLUDES THE METRO
LINES) or get one at the tourist information desk!
On maps and plans each Métro line has a different color and number (from 1 to 14); Parisians usually refer to
the line number. The colors aren’t used in the stations, though, sadly.
Each line has its own schedule, but trains usually start at around 5.30am, with the last train beginning its run
between 12.35am and 1am (2.15am on Friday and Saturday).
ou can save money by purchasing a carnet of 10 tickets for €14.50 at the ticket window of any Métro station or
from vending machines near the turnstiles. Ask for "un billet, s'il vous plait" or "un carnet, s'il vous plait." (A
carnet is simply a stack of individual tickets that you can share with family or friends.)
A single ticket will take you anywhere within the city of Paris on the Métro and RER networks, and you can
transfer between lines - or between the Métro and the RER (but not buses)--on the same ticket. Always keep
your ticket until you exit from your station; you may be stopped by a contrôleur (ticket inspector) and will have
to pay a fine (€25 to €45 on the spot) if you are found to be without a ticket or are holding an invalid one.
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TIP: we fold down a corner of a ticket we’ve already used so that we don’t confuse not-yet-used tickets in the
carnet with the ones we’ve already inserted through the machine-readers.
Signs in Métro and RER stations indicate the way to the correct platform for your line. The direction signs on
each platform indicate the terminus. On lines that split into several branches (like lines 3, 7 and 13), the
terminus of each train is indicated on the cars with backlit panels, and often on the increasingly common
electronic signs on each platform giving the number of minutes until the next train.
Signs marked correspondance (transfer) show how to reach connecting trains. At stations with many
intersecting lines, like Châtelet and Montparnasse Bienvenüe, walking from one train to the next can take a long
time. Different station exits are indicated by white-on-blue sortie (exit) signs -- follow these to exit the station,
but remember, once you pass through a turnstile, you will have to use another ticket to continue your trip. You
can get your bearings by checking the plan du quartier (neighborhood maps) posted at exits.
Travel Passes:
If you’re staying a week or more, the cheapest and easiest way to use public transport in Paris is to get a
combined travel pass that allows unlimited travel on the metro, RER and buses for a week, a month or a year.
You can get passes for travel from two to eight urban and suburban zones but unless you’ll be using the
suburban commuter lines extensively, the basic ticket valid for zones 1 and 2 should be sufficient.
These passes are discussed in the previous section. It is best to look at all the “free” things that you are paying
for when you consider purchasing a combination pass.
RER:
The RER is faster than the metro, but the stops are much further apart. Some of Paris' attractions, particularly
those on the Left Bank (eg the Musée d’Orsay, Eiffel Tower and Panthéon), can be reached far more
conveniently by the RER than by metro.
RER lines have an alphanumeric combination – the letter (A to E) refers to the line, the number to the spur it
follows out in the suburbs. Even-numbered lines generally head for Paris' southern or eastern suburbs while
odd-numbered ones go north or west. All trains whose four-letter codes (indicated both on the train and on the
light board) begin with the same letter share the same terminus. Stations served are usually indicated on
electronic destination boards above the platform.
Tickets & fares:
The same RATP tickets are valid on the metro, the RER (for travel within the city limits), buses, the
Montmartre funicular and Paris' three tram lines.
The basic Métro ticket is a small piece of cardboard (formerly mauve, now white) with a magnetic strip that
costs €1.90. It's issued by RATP, the transportation authority for the Paris region.
Buses:
Buses are a good choice for some of the more outlying areas and they can also be shorter in distance between
some locations. The good news is if you purchase a pass, most buses are included… the bad news is the buses
are a bit confusing and less tourist friendly if you don’t speak French or understand how they work. Hint: My
suggestion is IF you plan on utilizing the bus system you 1) Purchase a good bus map and 2) spend some time
researching the system online. See: http://goparis.about.com/od/transportation/ss/Metro_and_Buses_7.htm
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Taxis:
Taxis are the easiest way to get from point A to point B. You simply find a taxi (taxi stands, hotels, hail on
street) or ask the hotel or restaurant to call one for you (slight extra fare and perhaps a tip), then get in and tell
the taxi driver your destination. Taxis are not cheap, however, and can be in great demand especially on
weekend evenings and when the weather turns dreary.
Taxi charges begin with a set amount, then add additional money for time and distance traveled. Most taxis can
take a credit card, but ask first. A taxi will charge an additional fee at night as well as a fee for more than 3
passengers. A white light atop the taxi means it is available. Always round up the taxi fare to the next whole
euro or even add € 1 as a tip. Hint: Bring a hotel card so you can simply hand it to the driver to bring you
home!
I priced a taxi ride from the Arc de Triomphe to our hotel (about as far as you will go in the tourist area of
Paris) and the cost was approximately € 25.90 (€ 30.50 late night), so I would probably give the driver € 28.
Boats:
Paris has its own boat line that connects 8 of the main tourist destinations on the Seine. It is called the Batobus.
The stops are Tour Eiffel, Musée d'Orsay, St-Germain-des-Prés, Notre-Dame, Jardin des Plantes, Hotel de
Ville, Louvre, and Champs-Elysées. You can purchase passes for 1, 2 or 5 days. Discounts for Navigo pass
holders and students may be available… ASK! Cost without discount is 1 day (€17), 2 day (€19) and 1 year
(€60).
Bikes:
The newest transportation option is on-the-street bike rentals. They are called Vélib and they claim to have a
stand every 300 meters throughout the city. For all the information about this option please visit:
http://en.velib.paris.fr/
Other bike rental/tour companies can be found here:
https://www.yelp.com/search?cflt=bikerentals&find_loc=Paris
Tour Company Prepackaged Tours:
Many companies offer tours to places within the city as well as more serious excursions to more distant
locations such as the Palace at Versailles, Normandy or even Euro Disney. The hotel will have a broad range of
brochures detailing days, times and costs.
VAT TAX:
All items purchased in France have a 17.5% Value Added Tax already included in the price
Since the United States is not a member of the EU, US citizens may therefore receive a refund of the tax paid.
Note: It may be deducted off the purchase price at time of sale but most stores do not do it this easy way.
Each store can set a minimum amount customers must spend before they are entitled to a refund, but it must
total at least € 175 per store per day.
Each store customer must ask for the V.A.T. Forms and an envelope in which to mail the forms. Note: It is not
the stores' responsibility to give the forms, but the customers' responsibility to ask. Customers must have their
passport with them! The store will make out their portion of the form and give it, the receipt, and an envelope
to you. You should keep all their forms and envelopes together for safe keeping.
Towards the end of the tour, you will need to complete the forms with your personal information and take all of
these and the items purchased (best to pack these on top!) to the V.A.T. Officer in the booth at the Paris Airport.
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The officer will need to validate all forms and inspect the goods. They don't always ask to see the merchandise,
but they can. Once the forms have been stamped, they are mailed right there; no postage is necessary,
Charges & Methods of refund:
1. A handling fee is charged for processing the forms (deducted from the refund)
2. Cash refunds are given in euros (which requires conversion to US Dollars)
3. Refund by mail sent by check in euros or dollars
4. Refund by Credit Card reduces card balance with the best exchange rate (takes 8 wks)
If items are shipped, the V.A.T. is generally taken off the purchase price.
Some shops will take the V.A.T. off the purchase price if the customer uses a credit card
1. Forms must still be completed, validated and mailed
2. If not the VAT will be added back to the Credit Card at a later date
Without the forms there is no possibility of a refund!
Customs/Duty (returning to the US):
Each traveler is allowed to bring certain things back into the US. The allowances below are to be kept in mind
when shopping. Anything exceeding the amount will be taxed upon arrival home. The total allowance does not
include the 17.5% VAT tax. Art, antiques or books are duty free, and do not need to be claimed on the customs
form or on the total allowance. Also, anything that has been shipped to you at home is accounted for separately
($200 per month per person).
 $800 USD total allowance
 Max. 200 cigarettes
 Max. 100 non-Cuban cigars
 Max. 1.5 liter of wine or 1 liter of alcohol
Restrictions: no cheese, meats, dairy, eggs, animals, and plant products, including tulip bulbs.
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USEFUL FRENCH WORDS & PHRASES

yes

Oui

(wee)

no

Non

(noh)

Welcome to

Bienvenue a

(bee.ehn.va.noo ah)

good day (hello)

Bonjour

(boh.joor)

Thank you very much

Merci beaucoup

(mare.see.bow.coo)

excuse me

Excusez-moi

(eks.cuse.ay.mwa)

Pardon me

Pardonez-moi

(pair.doe.nay.mwa)

Good-bye

Au revoir

(oh.re.vwa)

Please

S’il vous plait

(seal.voo.play)

Goodnight

Bonsoir

(boh.swah)

Today

Aujourd’hui

(oh.joor.dwee)

Where?

Ou?

(ooh)

When?

Quand

(kohn)

Why?

Pourquoi

(poor.kwah)

Who?

Quel, Quelle

(kell)

evening

Le soir

(luh.swah)

morning

Le matin

(luh.mah.teh)

afternoon

Apres midi

(a.pray.mee.dee)

to the right

a droit

(a.dwah)

to the left

a gauche

(a.gohsh)

straight ahead

tout droit

(two.dwah)

How are you?

Comment allez-vous?

(coh.moh.tal.lee.voo?)

Very well, thank you.

Tres bien, merci!

(tray.bee.ehn. mare.see!)

See you soon.

A bientot

(ah.bee.en.toe)

That is fine!

Voila,qui est parfait

(vwah.lah. kee.ay.par.fay)

Where is….

Oui est

(ooh. ay)

Where are…

Oui sont

Which way to __?

Quelle est la direction pour?

( ooh sohn)
(kel.ay.lah.deer.ek.see.ohn
poor__?)

Do you speak English?

Parlez-vous anglais?

(par.lay.voo.ong.lay?)

Hot

Chaud

(show)

Cold

Froid

(frwah)
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Emergency Needs!
Where is the toilet?
How much does this cost?
Do you accept credit cards?
I’m just looking, thank you!
Help!
Stop!
Call a doctor!
Call the police!
I don’t understand!

Ou sont les toilettes?
C’est combien s’il vous plait?
Acceptez-vous les cartes de credit?
Je regarde seulement, merci
Au secours!
Arretez!
Appelez un medecin!
Appelez la police!
Je ne comprends pas

(ooh.sohn.lay.twa.let)
(say.kom.bee.ehn seal.voo.play?)
(ak.sept.ay.voo.lay.kart.duh ray.dee?)
(zhuh.ray.gar.soo.luh.mohn.mare.see)
(oh.see.koor)
(air.et.tay)
(ap.oo.lay uhn med.sahn)
(ap.oo.lay.lah.poh.lees)
(zhuh.nuh.kom.prohn .pah)

******************************************************************
You will want to be able to read these and know what they are!
Boulangerie……….…Bakery
Patisserie………….….Pastry Shop
Magasin…………….. Shop or store
L’Alimentation….……Grocery store
Le Marche……….……Market
Chemist…………….…Pharmacy
COLORS:
Blanc
Noir
Rouge
Jaune
Vert
Bleu

=
=
=
=
=
=

White
Black
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue

Charcuterie…………….Delicatessen
Poissonnerie…………...Fish shop
Le Grand Magasin…….Department Store
Fromagerie………..…. Cheese shop
Banque………………...Bank
Bureau de Poste……….Post Office
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Places to See:
Judy and Brian’s Top 10 of Paris
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Orsay Museum
Eiffel Tower
Louvre Museum
Arc de Triomphe
Notre Dame
Sacre Coeur
Boat ride on the Seine (or strolling along the Seine)
Sainte-Chapelle
Bus ride (or stroll) through Montmartre
Rooftop terrace café at the Centre Pompidou

Getting oriented:
Paris, the capital of France, is divided into 20 administrative districts called arrondissements, which are
arranged in a clockwise spiral starting in the city center, by the Louvre. See
http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/arrondissements.htm for a great description of the character of the various
arrondissements. Our hotel is in the 12th (which is written as 12e in French). (An aside: the last two digits of
any zipcode are the same as the arrondissement number.)
Paris is also very much a city of distinctive neighborhoods whose boundaries don’t necessarily correspond to
those of the arrondissements.
What follows is a BRIEF selection of some of the most popular museums and attractions, organized by
neighborhood.
A general note about museums: This guide describes only a dozen or so of the hundred or more museums in
Paris. If you are interested in other museums, search them out, and please share what you find with your tour
leaders and the group.
Please note: the guards begin to gently (or not so gently!) move people towards the exits 30 minutes or so
before the posted closing time. Further, you won’t be able to buy a ticket at all within 30 minutes of closing in
most museums. Plan your time accordingly!

Ile de la Cité
On the Ile de la Cité (the bigger island in the Seine), you’ll find:
Notre Dame de Paris, a spectacular Gothic cathedral.
Open 7:45 am to 6:45 pm daily, until 7:15 pm on weekends, free admission
http://www.notredamedeparis.fr/en/
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The Tower is managed separately: 387 steps to the top and a magnificent view! No elevator!
Hours: 10 am to 5:30 pm
Admission €8.50
Entrance from the left outside the building (as you face the main entrance)
The Crypt (access from the West façade plaza, no elevator)
This underground space stretching almost 400 feet houses the ruins of the pre-Roman settlement of the
Celtic tribe called the Parisii.
Hours: 10 am to 6 pm daily, except Mondays.
Admission 6€; combo ticket with the Catacombs is €16.
Sainte-Chapelle, 4 Blvd du Palais
In the Rayonnant style, the walls of this church are nothing but magnificent stained-glass windows
separated by thin stone supports. It was built to house Christ’s crown of thorns, which is now at Notre
Dame. Try to see it on a sunny day.
Hours: daily, 9 am to 5 pm
Admission: €10; buy the €15 combo ticket if you are also visiting the Conciergerie (prison where Marie
Antoinette was held for execution)
http://www.sainte-chapelle.fr/en
Enter to the left of the law courts on Blvd du Palais
Métro: Cité
The smaller island in the Seine (Ile St-Louis) is said to be one of Paris’s most charming (if spendy)
neighborhoods. You’ll find galleries, cafes, boutiques and restaurants, and some of the most desirable real
estate in the city. If you’re in the area, it’s worth a stroll.
Hotel de Ville (City Hall)
Just over the river from Notre-Dame, on the Right Bank, you’ll find the Hotel de Ville. This building is
a 19th century reconstruction; the Communards burned the earlier structure to the ground in 1871.
Although the building is not open to the public generally, there are sometimes special exhibitions, see
www.paris.fr, and the square in front of the building is spectacular at night when the fountains are lit up.

Royal and Imperial Paris
Some of the most famous landmarks of Paris are along the Seine, on the Right Bank (Rive Droite), anchored by
the Louvre palace complex on the east end, then moving northeast through the Tuileries Gardens to the Place de
la Concorde, then following the grand Avenue des Champs Élyseés to the Arc de Triomphe. Continuing along
the same axis, the modern skyscrapers of the La Défense global corporate business area can be seen in the
distance.
Also in this area is some of Paris’s most exclusive shopping, along the Rue de Rivoli and Rue Saint Honore.
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Palais Royal and Garden
The Palais Royal (royal palace) is now government offices, but it adjoins a beautiful enclosed courtyard
garden that is lined with restaurants, shops and galleries. Check out the controversial modern art
installation Les Deux Plateaux by Daniel Buren in the courtyard. Multiple entry points: the most
obvious is opposite the Louvre.
Métro: Concorde.
Louvre Museum
This is probably the world’s most famous museum, with an astoundingly huge and brilliant collection.
Strengths are in European paintings (1200-1848), European sculpture (1100-1848) and
Mediterranean/Middle Eastern antiquities (later periods are in the Orsay Museum and the Pompidou
Center).
It’s well worth it to think a bit beforehand about what you’d like to focus on, as you will be art-dazed in
a couple of hours and will have seen only a tiny fraction of the galleries. If you want to see the Mona
Lisa, just join the human throng drifting in that general direction – or ask any guard.
Tip: you can see the medieval moats and fortifications of the “old” Louvre in the excavated area under
the Cour Carrée (the easternmost courtyard).
Hours: 9 am to 6 pm Wed-Monday (closed Tuesdays) with longer hours (until 9:45 pm on WF).
Admission: €15 (doesn’t include special exhibitions). Buy tickets online or go early in order to avoid
the long lines. Otherwise, buy tickets at the Carrrousel de Louvre (under the mini-pyramid; you’ll see
the queues) at the ticket desks or at kiosks.
http://www.louvre.fr/en
Métro: Palais Royal-Musée du Louvre
Jardin des Tuileries (Tuileries Garden) and museums
West of the Louvre complex, the Tuileries Garden begins the long formal landscape sequence leading to
the Arc de Triomphe. If the weather is nice, stroll and take a break for a snack or coffee in one of the
cafés. The gardens are free and open to the public.
At the western end of the Tuileries are twin museums, the Orangerie on the left and the Jeu de Paume on
the right.
The Orangerie contains Claude Monet’s massive Water Lilies painting series and other Impressionist
and post-Impressionist paintings and has been open only since 2006.
Hours: Open 9 am to 6 pm daily except Tuesdays
Admission: €9, or buy the combo ticket for the Orsay too, for €16
www.musee-orangerie.fr
Métro: Concorde
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The Jeu de Paume houses the National Center for Photography.
Hours: Open 11 am to7 pm Tues-Sun (closed Mondays); open Tuesdays until 9 pm
Admission: €10
www.jeudepaume.org
Métro: Concorde
Arc de Triomphe
Pl Charles de Gaulle
Emperor Napoléon commissioned this Roman-style arch to commemorate his military victories,
although he died before it was completed. A museum inside tells the history or the arch; at the base is
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, whose flame is relit every evening at 6:30. There are terrific views
from the top – and only 280 steps to get there!
Take one of the underground pedestrian passages to get to the monument, which is like an island in the
traffic-crazy rotary that is Place d’Etoile.
Hours: daily 10 am to 10:30 pm
Admission: 12€
Métro: Charles-de-Gaulle-Etoile
http://www.paris-arc-de-triomphe.fr/en
This area of Paris has some of its most distinctive public spaces, including:
The Place de la Concorde, where the guillotine was set up during the French Revolution (death toll
1,119), where now the Luxor (Egyptian) obelisk is placed.
The Place Vendome, an elegant residential square (the Ritz Hotel is at #15). The Vendome Column in
the center, modeled after Trajan’s column, commemorates Napoleon’s victory at Austerlitz. Some
famous fashion designers also have salons here.
The Place des Victoires, around the corner from the Palais Royal, is another elegant residential square
with a statue of Louis XIV in the center.
Orsay Museum
This former railway-station-turned-museum is just across the Seine River from the Tuileries Gardens. It
contains art from about 1848 to 1914. The collection is particularly strong in French Impressionism and postImpressionism. Judy’s favorites: the Art Nouveau decorative arts and Symbolist paintings. Buy advance
tickets or go early in order to avoid the long lines.
Hours: Tues-Sun 9:30 am to 6 pm (closed Mondays), until 9:45 Thursdays
Admission: 12€; or €16 for combo ticket with the Orangerie
1, Rue de la Légion d’Honneur
Métro: Solferino
www.musee-orsay.fr
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Left Bank (Latin Quarter, St. Germain des Pres)
This was the hip area after WWI, with cafes frequented by writers, philosophers, actors and musicians. Step
into historic Café de Flore or Brasserie Lipp (across the street from one another on Blvd St Germain) for a
coffee. Around the corner is the café Les Deux Magots, a hangout for Ernest Hemingway. In the European
way, you can nurse a coffee (or something stronger) for as long as you want in a café, and it’s very unlikely that
you’ll be pestered to settle up by the wait-staff.
Rue St. Jacques is one of the main roads dating back to Roman times, and the Sorbonne, one of France’s most
prestigious universities (and a primo location for the 1968 student protests), is at its intersection with Rue des
Ecoles.
The “Little Athens” area is one block in from the river, between Rue de la Harpe and Rue du Petit Pont. You’ll
find lots of Greek restaurants here.
Also in this area are bookshops (if you are looking for French-language books this is a great place to start) and
cinemas. Look for American films subtitled in French (not dubbed!) if you want an inexpensive “escape” for a
couple of hours.
Stroll the busy main boulevard, St. Germain, for the people-watching, but don’t forget to turn down some of the
small streets to find intimate restaurants, antiquarian shops, and inexpensive ethnic boutiques. There’s plenty of
ticky-tack here, but some real gems too.
National Museum of the Middle Ages (Musée National du Moyen Age, aka Museé de Cluny)
If the Middle Ages is your thing, you’ll find one of the world’s finest collections of tapestries, books of
hours, stained glass, and other medieval artifacts here. Also, the museum is built on Roman ruins, so
you can see the c.200 AD baths.
Hours: Wed-Mon (closed Tuesdays) 9:15 am to 5:45pm
Admission: 9€
6 Pl. Paul-Painlevé
Métro: Cluny-La-Sorbonne, St-Michel, Odéon
www.musee-moyenage.fr
Panthéon. Place du Panthéon
The Panthéon, resting place of France’s famous men (and woman, Marie Curie!), is on the Left Bank
halfway between the Luxembourg Gardens and the Jardin des Plantes, in Pl. Ste. Genevieve. This
classically designed building has alternately been a church, a civic building, a church, and a civic
building once again. There are great views of Paris from the dome galleries. Foucault’s pendulum is
here, demonstrating that the Earth rotates.
Note: the Pantheon underwent a first phase of restoration from 2011-2015; the building is open to the
public but it may be that some portions are still inaccessible. There are interesting clips of building the
scaffolding around the dome on the website.
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Hours: Open every day 10 am to 6 pm
Admission: €9
Métro: Cluny la Sorbonne, Cardinal-Lemoine
http://www.paris-pantheon.fr/en/
Luxembourg Gardens
60-acre formal garden of the Luxembourg Palace, and one of Paris’s most popular parks, with statutes,
fountains and pools. The palace at the northern end houses the French Senate.
Arènes de Lutèce
Rue de Navarre
This open-air arena dates from Roman times and was used for theater performances as well as
gladiatorial combat. It was rediscovered in 1869 and reconstructed beginning in 1918.
Hours: 8 am to 5:30 pm. Free admission
Métro: Jussieu, Cardinal Lemoine, Monge
Institute of the Arab World (Institut du Monde Arabe)
1 Rue des Fosées-St-Bernard
This striking building (by starchitect Jean Nouvel) is intended to foster cultural exchange and
understanding. Mechanized metal screens reminiscent of Islamic decoration control the light that is
admitted through the glass screen wall. Exhibits of Islamic art, library (currently closed for
renovations), lectures. Panoramic terrace; restaurant on 9th floor with views all over Paris.
Hours: M-F, 10 am to 6 pm, weekends 10 am to 7 pm (closed Mondays)
Admission: 8€ (6€ each if 6 people or more)
www.imarabe.org
Métro: Cardinal Lemoine, Jussieu
Jardin des Plantes
57 Rue Cuvier
This public park/arboretum got its start as a medieval herbarium, but now includes a natural history
museum, botanical school, and zoo.
Open: daily 7:30 am to 8 pm. Free admission (€7 for the greenhouses)
Mosqueé de Paris
2 bis Pl du Puits de l’Ermite
This is a spiritual center for Muslims in Paris just west of the Jardin des Plantes. The building complex,
which dates from the 1920s, is striking. Café (Moorish specialties) and Turkish baths (gender-separated,
different days)
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Hours: Sat-Th, 9 am to 12 noon; 2 pm to 6 pm, (closed Fridays and on Muslim holidays)
www.la-mosquee.com (café and bath information)
Admission: €3; tours seem to be only in French

Montparnasse
Montparnasse is the hill on the Left Bank. Near its summit is the Montparnasse Tower, Europe’s
second-tallest building (and possibly its ugliest), at 690 feet. There is a 25-mile view on a clear day
from the 59th floor, where there is also a restaurant. The tower is open Sun-Th, 9:30 am to 10:30 pm,
and F-Sat 9:30 am to 11 pm. Admission: 15€, 20€ for a day/night ticket good for 48 hours.
http://www.tourmontparnasse56.com
Métro: Montparnasse-Bienvenue
Catacombes
1 Ave du Colonel Henri Roy-Tanguy
The remains of millions of Parisians were re-interred here in these ancient quarries beginning in 1786.
The bones are arranged in artistic ways in the Romantic style. 130 steps to the bottom, no HP access.
Audio guides available. DO NOT TAKE ANYTHING FROM THE SITE!
Métro: Denfert-Rochereau
Open: T-Sun, 10 am to 8:30 pm (closed Mondays); 200 people max.
Admission: 12€, 16€ combo ticket with the Crypt at Notre-Dame Cathedral
http://www.catacombes.paris.fr/en/homepage-catacombs-official-website

Invalides/Eiffel Tower
This area has two of Paris’s great sequences of formal urban space: the Chaillot/Champs de Mars area
surrounding the Eiffel Tower; and the Hotel des Invalides and its surrounding cannon-rich greenery, as well as
notable museums.
Eiffel Tower and Champs de Mars
The Tour Eiffel (905 feet tall) stands in a formal urban space that runs from the Place de Trocadéro and
its curved museums on the Right Bank, down the hill past the Trocadéro fountains and their surrounding
gardens, and across the river to the Champs de Mars. There is a post office on the first level of the tower
and a restaurant on the second. The tower was built for the 1889 Universal Exposition. It has a
spectacular nightly light show visible from many places in the city.
Hours: Daily 9:30 am to 11:45 pm (6:30 pm for the stairs, of which there are 1,665); last elevator at 11
pm. Note: sometimes the elevators are closed because of weather or mechanical problems.
Admission: 11€ to the second level; 17€ to the top; 7€ for the stairs (to second level only). Consider
buying tickets online; ticket lines are long.
Métro: Bir Hakeim
http://www.toureiffel.paris/
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Palais de Chaillot
17 Pl du Trocadéro
This building complex is composed of two matching wings in the Moderne style, containing multiple
museums and cultural venues, including the a museum of architecture and patrimony; ethnographic
museum (the most interesting stuff has been transferred to the ethnographic museum on the Branly Quai,
see below, in a very controversial move, at least in museum circles), and a museum of naval history.
The UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights was signed here in 1948 – look for the plaque.
Hours: The architecture museum (casts and architectural models) is open W-Sun (closed M-T), 11 am to
7 pm, Thurs until 9 pm.
Admission 8€.
Métro: Trocadéro
Hotel des Invalides complex
King Louis XIV built this as a veterans’ hospital/home, and Napoleon I is buried here in the Dome
Church, along with other military notables. The complex includes the soldiers’ church and the Musée de
l’Armée (Museum of the Army), one of the most comprehensive military museums in the world. Your
ticket to the museum also gains you entry to the Museum of the Order of Liberation (about the WW2-era
Free French) and the Musée des Plans-Reliefs, which contains 3D models of French forts. The gilded
dome of the Dome Church is a signature feature of the Paris skyline.
Hours: Daily, 10 am to 5 pm, open until 9 pm Tuesdays
Admission: 11€, includes all the museums listed above plus the Dome Church/tomb and Charles de
Gaulle monument.
Métro: La Tour-Maubourg, Varenne, Invalides (if you want to take in the whole majestic sweep of the
surrounding urban space)
http://www.musee-armee.fr/en/english-version.html
Musee Rodin
75 Rue de Varenne
Just east of the Invalides complex, and newly renovated at a cost of €16m, this museum is
commemorating the 100th anniversary of Rodin’s death in 2017. The museum is housed in a gorgeous
mansion at the center of a beautiful garden adorned with Rodin’s sculptures.
Hours: T-Sun, 11 am to 5:45 pm (closed Mondays)
Admission: 10 €, 4€ for the gardens only
Métro: Varennes or Invalides
www.musee-rodin.fr
Musée du Quai Branly
37 Quai Branly
This museum on the banks of the Seine houses France’s collection of non-Western art in an innovative
new (2006) building designed by starchitect Jean Nouvel. The building is made of Corten (rusted) steel
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with a living wall of exotic plants; inside are more than 3500 artifacts from around the world, mostly
former French colonies, we’d guess.
Hours: T-Sun,11 am to 7 pm, open until 9 pm Th-Sat 11 am to 9 pm
Admission: 10€ for permanent exhibitions; 12€ includes special exhibitions
Métro: Alma-Marceau, Bir-Hakeim, Place d’Iéna
http://www.quaibranly.fr/en/
Paris Sewer Museum (Musee des Egouts)
Where else in the world can you pay to tour the sewers? Learn about the last 800 years of Parisian
infrastructure management on this 60-minute underworld tour. 42 steps down and back; no elevator.
The internet does not agree on whether it smells bad or not.
Hours: Sat-W, 11 am to 4 pm
Admission: €4.30
Enter at the foot of the Pont d’Alma (Alma bridge), Left Bank, opposite 93 quai D’Orsay
http://next.paris.fr/english/heritage-and-sights/main-sights/visit-the-paris-sewer-systemduplique/rub_8275_stand_132295_port_19140

Marais
This former swamp was once a neglected working class neighborhood and Jewish quarter; it’s now a hot spot,
home to chic boutiques, hip restaurants, and night life. You’ll still find artisans, bakers, and small cafes though,
along with a lively multi-cultural mix.
One of the most beautiful squares in the world is here, the Place des Vosges. It is a green park (in the French
style: gravel walks and clipped trees) surrounded by 36 identical row houses.
Victor Hugo’s house is on the square, at #6. There are exhibits about his life and writings as well as
reconstructions of his furnishings. When Judy was last here (c 2000) most of the exhibits were in French, but
an English audio-guide is available for €5.
Hours: T-Sun, 10 am to 6 pm (closed Mondays)
Free admission to permanent exhibitions; variable charges for temporary exhibits
Métro: Bastille
The Museé Carnavalet is the museum of the history of Paris. (All European cities seem to have such museums.)
Unfortunately, it is closed for major renovations.
23, Rue de Sevigné
Métro: St-Paul
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Place de la Bastille
Nothing is left of the infamous Bastille prison except a line of stones on the street outlining the towers
and fortifications. But in the square you’ll see the:
Opéra National de Paris Bastille, the controversial glass and steel building that opened in 1989. It’s a
technological marvel. You can walk around the lobby a bit, or go online if you are interested in tickets
to operas.
https://www.operadeparis.fr/en
Picasso Museum, 5 rue de Thorigny
Re-opened in 2014 after a long and contentious renovation, this public museum in a mansion holds
works that Picasso’s heirs donated to the French government in lieu of paying inheritance taxes. There
are works from all periods and various levels of merit; the exhibit is said to be short on explanatory texts
and confusingly sequenced.
Hours: T-F, 10:30 am to 6 pm; weekends 9:30 am to 6 pm; closed Mondays
Admission: €12.50
Métro: Rambuteau, Chemin Vert, or St-Paul
http://www.museepicassoparis.fr/en/

Montmartre
Long a hang-out for artists and poets, this hillside neighborhood on the Right Bank has winding streets and
village charm, including Paris’s only remaining vineyard, as well as the fabled cabarets. A great way to see the
whole neighborhood in the daytime is to take the bus, which makes a loop up the front side of the hill and down
the back. At the end of the route, cross the street to the other bus stop and return. Artists are set up in the Place
du Tertre (which is crowded with tourists: watch your wallet).
Famous cabarets include the Moulin Rouge (82 Blvd de Clichy; Métro Blanche) and Au Lapin Agile (22 Rue
des Saules;, Métro Lamarck-Caulaincourt). You can buy tickets online, but these shows are VERY expensive –
starting around $200 for the evening! (And frankly, a bit tawdry.)
Sacre Coeur
Pl du parvis de Notre Dame (no, not THAT Notre Dame)
This imposing basilica is a signature on the skyline, perched as it is at the top on Montmartre. The top
of the dome is second in height only to the Eiffel Tower. Don’t miss the Great Mosaic of Christ in the
chancel vault; the bronze doors, the dome, and the crypt vaults. There is a terrific view of Paris from the
front steps.
Métro: Abbesses (then take the funiculaire (one Métro ticket) to the front steps); Anvers, BarbèsRochechouart, Lamarck-Caulaincourt
Hours: daily 9 am to 5:45 pm
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Admission: free to main part of church; extra charge for dome and crypt

In our hotel neighborhood of Bercy
Bercy is the former wine warehouse district. We are located not too far from some significant urban
revitalization areas of what was formerly a rather industrial, seedy area of Paris.
Bibliotèque Nationale, the national library, equivalent to our Library of Congress, is the glass box visible across
the river. Critics argue that the glass walls are “cooking the books.” It’s free to go into the main public spaces,
and open to anyone.
The Coulée verte, or Promenade Planteé, is a 2.9-mile linear park built on a former elevated rail line (like the
High Line in NYC, only much better!). It runs from the Bastille to the Bois de Vicennes, with multiple
stairways along the way to enter and exit.

Beauborg and Les Halles
The historic structures at Les Halles, the former central marketplace, were torn down in 1971 and replaced with
an underground shopping mall. This in turn has been replaced with a new shopping center that opened in early
2016. Panned by the architecture critics, it remains to be seen whether Parisians will eventually warm to it.
Regardless, the underground transit hub here is one of the busiest in Europe, serving 750,000 travelers per
DAY.
Métro: Les Halles
The Pompidou Center
Pl. Georges Pompidou
This museum, designed by starchitects Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers, is like a building turned insideout. The building functions (heating, cooling, water, electricity, etc.) are carried through primary-color
pipes on the outside of the building. The art collection is huge (over 60,000 pieces) and includes works
from about 1900 to the present. The plaza outside is a great place for people-watching.
Hours: 11 am to 10 pm, Wed. through Mon (closed Tuesdays), Thursdays until 11 pm
Admissions: €12 for permanent exhibits, €14 for all; €5 for access to the 6th floor panorama
Métro: Rambuteau, Chatelet, or Hotel de Ville
Tip: there is a café with outdoor terrace on the top floor with fantastic views of Paris.

Outskirts
Paris’s two great parks are the Bois de Boulogne to the west and the Bois de Vincennes to the east. Please note:
they are a bit sketchy after dark.
Parc de la Villette, Paris’s newest park, is built where the livestock markets and slaughterhouses used to be.
The park has playful spaces, open-air follies –and a science museum, concert hall, exhibition pavilion, theater,
and music center.
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Métro: Porte de la Villette
Père Lachaise Cemetery is full of celebrities, including Balzac, Chopin, Jim Morrison, Oscar Wilde.
Métro: Père Lachaise, Alexandre Dumas
Musée Marmottan-Claude Monet
2 Rue Louis Boilly
If you didn’t see your fill of Monets at Orsay and Orangerie, this delightful little museum has even
more!
Hours, T-Sun, 10 am to 6 pm (closed Mondays); open until 9 pm on Thursdays
Admission: 11 €
Métro: Muette
www.marmottan.fr/uk
La Défense
This is the modern business (skyscraper) area of Paris, west of the main part of the city. Interesting modern
architecture and modern sculpture in the numerous public plazas. The Grande Arche was completed in 1989
and is large enough to fix Notre-Dame inside. What is actually inside is public exhibition space.

Outside of Paris
Versailles: the magnificent royal palace and grounds built by the Louis XIV the Sun King and memorably
inhabited by King Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette.
Getting there: Take the RER Line C (suburban train line; Zone 4, costs about €7 round-trip – be sure to buy a
round-trip ticket!) to Versailles Chateau Rive-Gauche station (there are multiple stations in Versailles, but the
palace is the last stop). The train ride is about 35 minutes and you’ll get to see the countryside a bit. It’s a 5minute walk to the main entrance.
There are multiple ticket options, and it’s recommended to purchase tickets in advance.
Fontainebleau: About 45 minutes away from Paris by train (Le Transilien from Gare de Lyon), this tranquil
palace was the retreat of French royal families for centuries. The formal gardens are spectacular. The famous
forest of Fontainebleau is nearby – a favorite spot for hiking.
Hours: open W-M, 9:30 am to 5 pm (closed Tuesdays)
Admission: €11, additional for guided tour
http://www.musee-chateau-fontainebleau.fr/
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Markets/Shopping
Paris is one of the great shopping cities of the world. Here are some random and interesting options.
Fragonard Perfumeur (perfume museum and boutique)
Free
9, Rue Scribe
M-Sat 9-6
Sun, holidays 9-5
Metro: Opéra
www.fragonard.com
Flower Market on Ile de la Cité, Pl. Louis-Lépine
Daily 8 am to 7:30 pm, plus animal market on Sunday (avoid if you love animals)
E Dehillerin, wholesale kitchen equipment
18, Rue Coquillière (near Les Halles)
Department stores: for example: Le Bon Marché (24 Rue de Sèvres); Galeries Lafayette (40 Blvd Haussmann);
and Au Printemps (64 Blvd Haussmann). Paris invented the department store, and these are magnificent!
There are used bookshop kiosks along the Seine on both sides. Browse away!
A unique shopping feature is the passages (glass-roofed interior courtyards lined with shops) built in the 19th
century to shelter shoppers from the weather.
Then there are the outdoor flea markets. You are expected to bargain here. Be alert for pickpockets.

